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But it’s not extreme anecdotes that make the specter of Internet addiction 

so threatening; It’s the fact that Internet overuse has the potential to scale In

a way that few other addictions do. Even If Steve designed a really cool – 

looking syringe and started distributing free heroin on street corners, not 

everyone would try It. But who among us doesn’t already check his email 

more often than necessary? As the Internet weaves Itself more and more 

tightly Into our lives, only the Amish are completely safe. 

As early as 1996, Kimberly Young was promoting the Idea that the American 

Psychiatric Association (APA) should add Internet addiction isorder to the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Mental Disorders (DSM). In February, the 

APA announced that its coming edition of the DSM, the first major revision 

since 1994, will for the first time classify a behavior – related condition ” 

pathological gambling-as an “ addiction” rather than an “ impulse control 

disorder. ” Internet addiction disorder is not being included in this new 

category of “ behavioral addictions,” but the APA said it will consider it as a “

potential addition . .. s research data accumulate. ” If the APA does add 

excessive Internet use to the DSM, the onsequences will be wide – ranging. 

Health insurance companies will start offering at least partial coverage for 

treatment programs such as reSTART. People who suffer from Internet 

addiction disorder will receive protection under the Americans With 

Disabilities Act iftheir impairment “ substantially limits one or more major life

activities. ” Criminal lawyers will use their clients’ online habits to fashion 

diminished capacity defenses. Which means that what started as a parody in

1995 could eventually turn more darkly comic than ever imagined. 
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Picture a world where the ealth care system goes bankrupt because insurers 

have to pay for millions of people determined to kick their Twitter addictions 

once and for all. Where employees who view porn at work are legally 

protected from termination. Where killing elves In cyberspace could help 

absolve you for killing people in real life. Is It too late to revert to our older, 

healthier, more balanced ways of living and Just spend all our leisure hours 

watching Love Boat reruns? Internet Addiction By Vu-Kevin Internet addiction
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